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T

he two kinds of typewriter lovers are those who collect the
machines and those who use them.
Of course, there is some overlap between the two groups, but traditionally, ETCetera has catered primarily
to the irst. Starting with this issue,
though, we will run occasional pieces
strictly about the use of a typewriter
(see p. 13). Submissions are welcome!
I have been using my own machines
more lately, in part by typecasting.
Typecasting (think of “broadcasting” and “podcasting”) simply means
writing on a typewriter and sharing
a digital image of the text with the
world on a blog. You can ind my
blog at writingball.blogspot.com.
My other main use for typewriters these days is NaNoWriMo, National Novel Writing Month. The
goal: writing a 50,000-word story
in November. Those who do this
the proper way style themselves the
Typewriter Brigade. Around the
time you get this magazine, I should
have either a triumphant typescript
or a red face.
±

Sadly, we have another death to report: Tilman Elster passed away this
August. As you may know from his
proile in ETCetera #74, Tilman had
a huge collection and was interested
in all facets of typewriter history.
Those who corresponded with him
and met him can testify to his kindness, modesty, and generosity. One
example of his help to other colletors is the many photos and facts he
contributed to Will Davis’ European
Typewriter Project. You can visit the
site at machinesolovinggrace.com/
ptf/EuropeanTypewriters.html.
±

The Milwaukee Public Museum,
home of the legendary (to us) Carl
Dietz typewriter collection, reports
that the machines have sufered
some water damage and will be
professionally de-molded. Records
Ever seen the Blick model at left? about some typewriters have also apAccording to the Museum of Tech- parently been lost. Fortunately, there
nology in Hemel Hempstead, Hert- seems to be no plan to disperse this
fordshire, England, “This machine collection at this time.
±
has been converted to a Teleprinter
from the famous No 5 machine,
Please rejoin us next year. Our
hence no keyboard. Instead are 5 soprice
has to go up by ive dollars due
lenoids with linkages to decode the
5 bit code into text. The whole ma- to our rising costs: for 2011, ETCetera
chine is driven by a pulley connected will cost $35 in North America, $40
elsewhere. I hope you’ll agree that
to an electric motor (not present).”
you
get a lot for your money.
±

The Hamilton

Automatic
Typewriter

Emery M. Hamilton’s Masterpiece

T

he Hamilton Automatic is considered one of the masterpieces of 19th
century American typewriter manufacturing. It is exquisitely made,
predominantly out of brass,
with the quality and look of
a ine scientiic instrument.
There are only eight known
examples of this rare and
beautiful machine. This article presents what is known
about the Automatic and
reveals questions still unanswered.
The Automatic has the
distinction of being the
smallest typebar typewriter
ever made. Its 9" by 12" box
is about the size of a box
of chocolates. For its size,
though, its weight is substantial at 12 lbs.
The irst thing one notices
about the Automatic is the warm coloration of the turned brass key cups with
inlaid lacquered characters. Three rows
of keys step up gradually to a prominent
nickel-plated space bar, with the name

by Martin Howard
antiquetypewriters.com

AUTOMATIC beautifully engraved
across its surface in a monogram style
font. Two turned brass posts rise elegantly from the back deck
to support the carriage on
two parallel rods. A small
faceted platen straddles the
covered central tower that
houses the circular, slotted
typebar segment. The small
mushroom-shaped
bell
stands alone in full view.
Hamilton’s
Automatic
was the irst manufactured
typewriter with proportional spacing. This automatic
movement of the carriage
must surely have been the
source of the typewriter’s
name. The carriage moves
the correct distance for the
diferent width of characters.
It moves correspondingly 2
clicks, 3 clicks, and 4 clicks for “I,” “H,”
and “W” width characters. The Automatic’s patent was applied for in 1884 and
granted in 1887. The Columbia 1b with
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its two type wheels also
had proportional spacing,
but it came later, with its
patent applied for in 1885
and granted in 1889.
Here is a rare period
account of the Automatic written in 1891.
To this sweeping disposal
of type-bar instruments one
exception must be made. It is
the Automatic, a peculiarly
neer and inventor is scarce; however, in
neat little instrument sold
at $65, retail. It is small, weighs only twelve this article some new pieces of the puzpounds, and writes only capitals and neces- zle come together.
In 1861, at the age of 23, Hamilton
sary igures and commercial signs. Its ield is
that of the travelling man, or for small com- joined the United States Army as a volmercial uses not warranting higher priced unteer. In 1863 he was a major in the 1st
machines. It prints from the face of the type, Regiment Engineers Corps d’Afrique.
which, when not in use, rests against the ink- His name is listed as E. Manville Hampad, as in the Yost. The alignment is good, and ilton in the records. Hamilton would
there is an automatic lock which prevents two be known as “Major Hamilton of New
type-bars coming into collision. If two keys are York” for the rest of his life.
There is a listing in the 1880 census
struck at the same time, only one type prints;
the other does nothing. The spacing of this of New York City for Emery Hamilton
machine has one merit peculiar to itself. Each and his wife Josephine. Hamilton listed
letter has only so much space as it needs and his occupation as a mining engineer and
not as in other machines. (W. Mathews, The his birth date was shown as about 1837. It
Writing Machine [Chicago: Northwestern was not unusual for dates of birth to be
Christian Advocate of Chicago, 1891], stated in such vague terms.
p.10—courtesy of Jos Legrand,
Netherlands)
The original inish on the brass
deck is a bronze-colored lacquer
coat with a gentle brushed texture. The cover for the circular
type-bar segment is inished in
a darker bronze lacquer with
no brush strokes. Many of the
surviving Automatics have been
polished and this lacquer inish
removed. Surviving Automatics
may have a tarnished look—but
in my opinion, should not be
polished in order to preserve the
inish of the original lacquer.
Evidence of his engineering work exThe Automatic sold for $65, a surprisingly low price considering its beautiful ists today. One of the names for the Stony
craftsmanship. Many keyboard type- Pass trail in Colorado (elevation 11,000
feet) is Hamilton Pass. It is named after
writers of the day were selling for $100.
Emery M. Hamilton, the inventor of Major E.M. Hamilton, who built a wagthe Automatic, was born Jan 22, 1838, in on road along the route in 1872.
Towards the end of his life Hamilton
Allegany County, New York. He was
one of ive children. His father, Horace lived in Flushing, New York, where he
G. Hamilton, was a pioneer settler in died at the age of 83 in 1921. He had no
Wisconsin and held various local oices, children. There is no further informaincluding that of justice of the peace. tion about his wife.
Hamilton was a professional invenInformation about this impressive engi-
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tor with a patent record
showing many ingenious
inventions registered in
his name. The irst reference to one of his inventions appears in Scientiic
American in 1871, with a
favorable review of an
adding machine, “automatically registering the
sum totals of the numbers set of upon it.” He
was only 33.
His irst patent was for
a “Perspective Diagram Sheet” in 1880.
Also during that year, a patent was issued for a T-square for use in making
perspective drawings, followed in 1882 by
patents for an “Electric Telegraph Transmitter” (Victor key) and a “Telegraphic
Receiving Instrument.” His Victor key
was acquired by L.G. Tillotson & Co., a
leading competitor to J.H. Brunnell. Tillotson ofered various key designs during the 1880s and considered Hamilton’s
Victor key the “most successful key of
the group.”
While clearly Hamilton had become
captivated in the early 1880s with inventing typewriters, he continued to invent
other complex machines, notably the
irst device “to enable measurements of time, space, or quantity
to be easily and quickly recorded by automatically-changing
mechanism” in 1890 (patent no.
424292). The assignor of this patent was Henry Abbott of New
York. Abbott would patent his
own time recording device in
1897 called the Calculagraph
(patent no. 583320) and become
president of The Calculagraph
Co. of New York. Hamilton’s
last recorded patents, from 1899
and 1901, deal with improvements for the action of piano
hammers.
As mentioned, the irst three patents
for the Automatic were applied for in
1884 and granted in 1887. Further patents
for the Automatic followed, along with
patents for other ingenious typewriters
that were apparently never made. These
typewriters will be discussed later in
this article.
It is interesting to see that Abbott is
introduced as a leading jeweler in the
sentence below from The Phonographic
World (May, 1892). Hamilton is also re-

ferred to as a jeweler in various publications. This apparent confusion of profession
must have to do with what
the profession of a jeweler
represented then and what it
represents today. People who
built and repaired watches
and clocks were sometimes
referred to as jewelers in
the 19th century. Moreover,
when someone had a watch
in need of repair they took it
to a jewelry store. So perhaps the term
“jeweler” was also used to refer to people
who did ine mechanical work, as both
Hamilton and Abbott were doing:
The Automatic Typewriter Company was
formed in March of the same year, and the
machines put on the market in 1888. Several patents of improvement were also issued
to Henry Abbott, a leading jeweler of New
York, who was subsequently interested, with
other capitalists, in its introduction and sale.

for the Automatic—shows that Abbott
was the sole agent for the Automatic.
It states that it “is the only writing machine in the market which will automatically space the letters correctly with reference to their proper widths.” With the
word “Automatic” repeated three times
around the illustration, there can be no
mistake in deducing where the name of
Hamilton’s typewriter came from.

Stenographer (Vol, 8, August
1890, p. 273, at left, courtesy
of Jos Legrand).
The following three Hamilton patents granted in 1890
show further innovations for
the Automatic. None appears
to have been manufactured.
The double case typewriter
referred to in the National
Stenographer review is Hamilton’s patent no. 430773, which
was designed with a platen
that would rise straight up, giving two
positions for the type-bars to strike the
platen.
Patent no. 430776 positioned the escapement mechanism behind the platen.
Patent no. 427858 (applied for in 1885)
promised an intriguing method to type:
“My invention has for its main object to
provide a type-writing machine wherein
one inger-key may be used to actuate
two or more type-bars.”
The end of the Automatic

Abbott’s involvement with the Automatic was signiicant, since two patents
were issued to him for improvements
to the typewriter in 1890 (both applied
for in 1888). The irst patent (no. 437371)
solved the thorny problem described
by Abbott: “In the case of type-writers
much trouble is occasioned by the accidental depression of two adjacent keys.”
To solve this problem he introduced “a
Escapement
locking-plate which is adapted to be
moved longitudinally by the action of
Good reviews and
the keys of a type-writer and to prevent
continued modiications
movement of the keys adjacent to the
key being operated.”
The Automatic was praised for its
His second patent (no. 437372) packed
“very many good points” in The National
the typebars into a smaller-diameter circle by pulling every second typebar a bit back from the center.
This typebar arrangement allowed for a surprising action—to
have lower and upper case characters type in diferent colors!
With the typebars positioned
with two diferent striking distances from the platen and two
concentric inking pads of diferent colors, this remarkable efect
could be achieved. Not surprisingly, this invention did not appear on the manufactured Automatic.
The advertisement on p. 4 from
1890—the only known display ad

Though it was a remarkably compact
typing machine with a light and even
touch, the Automatic was short-lived.
According to The Phonographic World of
May 1892, “The Automatic was withdrawn from the market in 1891, after an
expenditure of about $60,000 for its introduction, the stockholders refusing to
invest further, and the factory closed.”
One can speculate on the reasons for
its failure, including the position of the
spacebar behind the keyboard. G. C.
Mares bluntly points out in The History
of the Typewriter, “the space bar was behind the keys, this being enough to kill
the machine itself.” Few if any other
typewriters had their spacebar
positioned there, and for good
reason. It would have been awkward to move one’s ingers up to
activate the spacebar while typing.
Typing only in uppercase characters was a severe limitation, at
a time when many ine typewriters gave upper and lower case
characters. The Automatic was
also a “blind writer,” typing on
the underside of the platen. It
was not alone at the time in this
feature, but it did not show the
way forwards.
Loading the paper around
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the platen was very awkward. First the
platen has to disconnect from its resting
position in the carriage, by being pushed
quite hard sideways against the locking
tension. The platen is then swung upside
down to expose the feed roller for the
paper. When the paper is gripped, the
platen is locked back into the carriage
and the paper is inally positioned for
typing.
The extraordinary ofer from The Phonographic World in 1893 (see bottom of
p. 5) clearly shows that the Automatic
was marginalized from the mainstream
typewriter market. An Automatic was
being promised free to anyone who secured ifteen new subscriptions to the
World. Free shipping was included! (The
Phonographic World, 1893, VIII, p. 303,
courtesy of Jos Legrand.)

Ser. no.
The typebar typewriter that Ham58
Dickerson - USA
ilton was promoting was patented in
103
Milwaukee Public Museum
1897 (patent no. 592052, above). It was
(Dietz Collection) - USA
designed with the same ine detail and
121
Barbian - Germany
overall form as the Automatic. His goal
163 Breker - Germany
was “to produce a very compact and ef168 Russo - USA
icient type-writer” and it appears that
199 Clark - USA
he did just that.
215
Casillo - USA
With the typebars swinging down to
231
Howard - Canada
strike the top of the platen, the spacebar
In 1949, the pioneering American
in front of the keyboard, and two shift
collector
Carl Dietz discovered an Aukeys moving the carriage backwards and
tomatic
but
was unable to acquire it. In
forwards for upper and lower case chara
letter
to
Ernst
Martin (author of Die
acters, this typewriter had lots of merits.
Schreibmaschine,
an encyclopedic acHowever, there is no record of its ever
count
of
all
typewriters
made up to that
being made. If one ever turns up, it will
time),
he
conveyed
his
acute
frustration,
be a major ind.
not knowing that in the end he would
acquire an Automatic. Whether it was
this one he refers to here will never be
known:

Hamilton’s frontstrike
typewriter of 1897

Several months ago in one of our nearby
towns a man found an Automatic typewriter
(1881, Abb.81, page 11 in your book) in the
attic of an old house. I ofered him a fair price
for it to be given to the Museum, but he says
it is a collector’s item and he hopes to get a lot
of money for it. What provokes me is that the
The surviving few
man does not need the money. I told him he
“I just acquired a marvelous typewritshould donate the machine as a matter of civic
er—an all brass Automatic. It came out
interest, but he remains adamant. Such expeof an attic in New Jersey and is serial no.
riences are very discouraging. (Courtesy of
58. The Milwaukee museum has no. 103
Jos Legrand)
and Dennis Clark has 199 and I know of
no other Automatics anywhere.”
(Note the incorrect year for the AutoCollector Richard Dickerson used
matic in the Martin book. This incorrect
these words in 1986 to announce to the
year has appeared in many publications.)
collecting community his major ind.
In the end, I believe that Dietz eventuAnd he typed the announcement on his
ally found two Automatics.
Automatic!
Who will ind the next one? ±
Since that time, ive more Automatics
have been discovered, mine being the
I am indebted to Tony Casillo and Jos Lelast, bringing the total known to eight.
grand for sharing their enthusiasm, knowlThe known Automatics all have low
edge and generous advice in the preparation of
serial numbers, clearly showing how few
this story, and to my wife Susan, who always
were ever made.
supported my eforts in this project.

In April 1896, an entry in the Illustrated Phonographic World entitled “Typewriters in use in the United States” lists
the Automatic among “thousands upon
thousands which have been entirely
withdrawn from the market.” Shortly
after that remark, Hamilton visited the
oices of the editor and prompted the
following published response later that
year.
S.T. Smith (original proprietor of the S.T.
Smith Co., of New York), informed the World
editor last month that he is at work inventing
a cheap typewriter. E.M. Hamilton, also of
New York, inventor in 1887 of the Automatic
typewriter, called at the World oice last
month and informed us that he also has nearly
completed the perfection of another just such
typewriter. The above gentlemen, or their inventions, have nothing in common. Both will
be type bar machines.
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LIFE OF A 19th CENTURY TYPEWRITER SALESMAN
Taking Blicks, Caligraphs, Densmores and Yosts
on the road Down Under in 1896

By ROBERT MESSENGER

S

ir Alfred Hamish Reed was one of New
Zealand’s most popular 20th century
igures. He was its most proliic non-iction author, writing 39 books on history
and travel over a period of 39 years (19351974). He was also a bookseller and a renowned philanthropist, but perhaps most
famous as founder and, with his nephew
Alexander Wyclif Reed, owner of one of
the Southern Hemisphere’s major publishing houses, A.H. & A.W. Reed. What
is not so well known about Sir Alf is that
he started his working life as a typewriter
salesman and, from 1902 to 1911, owned
and ran the New Zealand Typewriter
Company.
This company will be familiar to typewriter collectors as one of only six variations in Blickensderfer nameplates (not
counting the French Dactyles, which
do not include the name Blickensderfer).
The other ive are Stamford, Connecticut
(naturally); 9 & 10 Cheapside, London;
Newcastle-on-Tyne, in the north of England; and Groyen & Richtmann of Köln
(Cologne) and Solingen, Germany.
Sir Alf Reed died in 1975, 11 months
short of his 100th birthday. He had written his autobiography in 1967, and using
his diaries from the period detailed his
experiences in importing, selling, trading in, hiring out, and repairing Blickensderfer, Densmore, Yost, and Remington
typewriters from 1895 to 1911. For those
interested in knowing how the typewriter
trade was carried out at the turn of the
century, in a small, still developing nation at the end
of the world, A.H. Reed: An
Autobiography makes fascinating reading. Reed himself was to call it a trade
“then in its infancy, promoting an invention destined
to become an indispensible
handmaid both to the pen
and the printing press.”
Sir Alf was born outside
London in 1875. His family
migrated to New Zealand
when he was 11. Reed spent
much of his adolescence

In October 1895, Reed moved to Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city (Auckland’s metropolitan population grew
from 51,287 to 67,226 between the census
of 1891 and that of 1901). He found transcribing and newspaper jobs hard to come
by. Reed had never seen a typewriter, and
soon realized he would need to combine his shorthand with typing in order
to earn a living. He was told “there were
about 90 typewriters in the city [and]
most of them were manipulated by boys
and girls with a mere smattering of shorthand, who were paid from 10 shillings to
£1 a week.” Reed paid two guineas for 14
weeks of typing lessons taught by John
Henry Colwill, one of the irst oice
equipment suppliers to import typewritA.H. Reed, age 0
ers into New Zealand. Through Colwill,
digging for gum alongside his father in Reed was introduced to Thomas George
the far north of the country. The gum DeRenzy, a colorful character who, in late
was formed by resin from native kauri 1894, had established the NZ Typewriter
trees (Agathis australis). Lumps fell to the Company. Colwill and DeRenzy had enground and became covered with soil and joyed a close business arrangement, but a
forest litter, eventually fossilizing. The few years after Reed irst met them, they
shaved gum was sold for up to ive pence were to have a major falling out—all over
a pound, and a diligent gumdigger could the cover of a Franklin. Colwill had sent
average eight shillings a day.
the typewriter, with cover, to be repaired
Reed loathed the isolated gumields by DeRenzy, who was in need of a Frankand was determined to ind a skill that lin cover and returned Colwill’s machine
would allow him to escape into town or sans cover.
city life. He studied shorthand through
DeRenzy, born in Melbourne, Austraa Pitman correspondence course, and in lia on December 27, 1849, founded the
a inal test achieved 1620 words over 12 NZTC with the inancial backing of his
minutes at 135 a minute to pass the quali- brother, John DeRenzy, who operated
fying standard.
a successful varnish business in Auckland—producing varnish
from the type of gum Reed
had dug and shaved in his
youth. Reed described T. G.
DeRenzy as “short, plump,
dapper, stylish, sometimes
genial, sometimes peppery”
and also as a “inancial wizard and conjurer.” In 1853-54,
DeRenzy’s father, George,
had been curate to the Reverend Patrick Brontë, father
of author Charlotte Brontë.
T. G. DeRenzy had migrated from Australia and irst
settled in Dunedin. In 1893
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he was appointed inspector-general of the
Masonic Grand Lodge of New Zealand.
Reed began working for DeRenzy on
his 20th birthday, for 20 shillings a week.
The NZTC’s other employees were Miss
Madge Dobbins, “probably the most rapid and accurate typist in Auckland,” and a
Maori War veteran called Macmillan.
Reed and DeRenzy were soon at loggerheads: Reed was a principled young
man with high Christian ethics, while
DeRenzy’s business practices were often dubious to say the least. Their irst
confrontation came over an attempt by
DeRenzy to have Reed approach Charles
Bean & Company of Christchurch, the
New Zealand agency for Remington, to
represent that brand in Auckland while
working from Colwill’s oice, but without divulging his employment with the
NZTC. This led to a brief parting of the
ways between Reed and DeRenzy, but
Reed returned in May 1896.
By the end of 1896, Reed had “acquired
a working knowledge of the various
makes of typewriter at that time—our
own Densmore and the portable Blick,
for which we were the sole New Zealand
agents; the Remington, Yost, Smith-Premier, Barlock, Caligraph, Oliver, Hammond and a few others, and I was able to
grabble with simple repairs.” Among his
tasks was replacing “brief Yost carriages”—larger carriages for legal work.
Reed began traveling to sell and exhibit typewriters on December 12, 1896,
when he set up a temporary branch ofice in Coromandel in the Hauraki Gulf.
The following February, “DeRenzy sent
me down to the Thames, where I rented
a shop [and] sold a Blick to a solicitor, Mr
Clendon, whose Maori clerk very quickly
learned to use it.” Reed details the importation of 10 Densmores from the US
and the buying of a used Caligraph “for
£5, with the prospect of hiring it at £1 a
month.”
DeRenzy irst broached the idea of
Reed opening a Dunedin branch of the
NZTC in May 1897, just before the company declared a healthy half-year proit of
£700. In July DeRenzy sent Reed on a trip
through various towns on New Zealand’s
North Island, travelling by steamer and
train. “Gisborne’s population was about
2500; there were a dozen typewriters in
the place and I booked most of them on
our contract repair system—a guinea a
year for keeping a machine in good or-
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A.H. Reed, age 90

der. I sold a Densmore and a Remington to C.A. Delatour and a Densmore to
H.J. Finn. These sales, added to repairs
and supplies, amounted to something
approaching £100, which was very good
business.” In Hastings, Reed sold another
Densmore, “taking out a Remington as
part-payment.” In Palmerston North, he
sold another Densmore and “a 10-guinea
Blick to Father Patterson, taking out respectively a No 3 Remington for £8 10s
and a No 2 Remington for £9. I had to do
some hard bargaining with Father Patterson, but we had a fairly good market for
second-hand machines, either for selling
or hiring.”
“Soon after my return [to Auckland] I
left by train for Cambridge. In this little
town of fewer than 1000 inhabitants I
found one typewriter, a Yost. Mr Rout
had had it in constant use for 10 years,
had never had it cleaned or oiled, and
was using its original ink-pad! Could this,
I wonder, be said for any modern [1967]
typewriter! He got me to clean it, but it
was in excellent order.”

Reed established the Dunedin branch
of the NZTC in late November 1897. It
was sometime between this point and
1900, when the Auckland headquarters
of the NZTC were closed, that the advertising seal seen in Herman Price’s Blick
collection was printed.
On opening the Dunedin branch,
Reed noted, “My modest stock of typewriters and supplies was covered by the
New Zealand Insurance Company for
£100 at a premium of 8s … The irst Blick
I sold was to Mr Wood, ‘of the lunatic
asylum’.” Among Reed’s “odd” customers
was a Mr Snow, who “had an ancient No
3 Remington; said he had used the same
ribbon for three or four years; bought his
paper in large sheets and cut it to size
with a carving knife … I think he earned
a pittance for doing typing.” Reed commented, “The expenses of running the
rudimentary business in Dunedin seem
almost ludicrous today. The sale of one
Blick per week, proit about £5, paid all
expenses—rent, salary, and extras.”
Reed subsequently took on an assistant,
who sold a Blick to social reformist William Downie Stewart. “In part-payment
for the Blick I had to take over a very
ancient Remington, one of the very earliest models, equipped with capitals only,
which Stewart had probably bought during a visit to the United States. I ought
to have kept this machine, which would
have become a very interesting museum
piece.”
In 1898, Reed found himself immersed
in “a little skirmishing here over typewriters. Another typewriter agent is doing a
good deal of canvassing about the town,
and has been telling people that the Blick
is a cheap machine, that we land it here
for £4 10s, and so on. If there’s going to
be a state of war I mean to come out on
top! It is understandable that the other
man should oppose us, but we have come
here to stay, and if necessary must ight.”
Another rival agent started underpricing Blicks, at £9. Reed advertised in the
Otago Daily Times: “Public notice re Blick
typewriter. This is to notify, for general
information, that the sole representation
of this typewriting machine is controlled
by the NZ Typewriter Company, of Auckland and Dunedin. Machines purchased
other than through them or their regularly appointed agents do not carry the guarantee of the Blickensderfer Mfg Company, or the warrant and guarantee of the

NZ Typewriter Company,
and therefore cannot be
recognised. Signed, Blickensderfer Mfg Company,
Stamford, Conn and New
York, USA.”
Reed said he considered this a better course
than buying a Smith Premier and marking it at his
cost price. Being guided
by such ethical behavior, he was shocked to be
caught by a fraudster, who
took three Blicks for sale.
The Blicks were recovered
from pawnbrokers for £8
10s. But by May he was
able to report the sale of seven Blicks in
one week. One of Reed’s district agents
was a local newspaper editor, Walter
Carncross, later knighted and Speaker
of New Zealand’s House of Representatives. Reed noted, “I was told recently by
a grandson that Sir Walter’s Blick had
gone out of action only a few years previously”—presumably it had remained operational for more than 60 years.
Reed certainly had more success selling Blicks than other makes in a city
founded by Scots and in which he said
“Scottish thrift” was very evident. “Printing was cheap; several thousand copies of
a booklet of testimonials advertising the
little 10-guinea Blick cost about £5.” One
Blick was sold to John Joseph Woods,
who wrote the music for the national anthem, God Defend New Zealand. On one
occasion Reed convinced a doctor to buy
a Blick after a test in which Reed typed
faster than the doctor could write.
In 1900 there was a falling out between the DeRenzy brothers, with John,
who had inanced the irm, eventually
taking control and liquidating the head
oice in Auckland and the branches in
New Zealand’s other two major cities,
the capital Wellington and Christchurch.
Reed called it a “deplorable climax” for a
“pioneer business,” saying, “it had a future
of great promise; commerce and the professions were only beginning to become
typewriter conscious.” When the dust
had settled from the legal battle, in 1902,
John DeRenzy ofered Reed ownership
of the Dunedin branch.
During a takeover stocktake, DeRenzy
commented on an inordinately large supply of screwdrivers, retailing at one shil-

ling. “With every typewriter that left the
factory the manufacturers supplied a set
of sundries, including oil, oilcan, cleaner—and screwdriver. To some people
such an instrument provided an irresistible temptation to try it out on the machine and, quite rightly, instructions had
been given to me to remove this provocative instrument before delivery of a new
machine. I recall an extreme case when a
man brought in the casting of a Caligraph
in one hand and in the other a kit bag
containing the remainder of the machine,
disintegrated into hundreds of pieces. It
took me a long time to re-assemble the
machine, and the dissector’s fun with the
screwdriver cost him dear.”
In July 1911, with Reed becoming much
more involved in importing and selling
religious education material from the US,
he ofered the typewriter company to his
assistant Albert McDougall, who had
“developed into a successful salesman and

expert repairer, and had
distinguished himself by
winning a province-wide
competition for speed in
typing”. The value of assets was £324.
The NZTC was still
operating in 1926, when it
won “four irst orders of
merit” in the typewriter
section at the Dunedin
Exhibition of that year. In
his autobiography, Reed
says the successor to the
NZTC was a company
called Armstrong and
Springhall, which (as Andas) was still operating in
the late 1980s. Armstrong and Springhall
was part-owned by George Springhall,
who started work as a Remington salesman in his native Sydney, Australia, in
1906 and opened Remington’s Adelaide
branch in 1908. He moved to New Zealand in 1922 as managing director of Remington-Roneo. This irm became Armstrong and Springhall in 1928.
Towards the end of his life, Reed astonished New Zealanders and Australians with his many walking and climbing
feats. Among others, he climbed Mount
Egmont (8260 feet) at 80, Mount Ruapehu (9176ft) at 83, and Ngauruhoe (7516ft)
at 85, and walked from the northern end
of New Zealand, North Cape, to the
southern tip at Bluf (1375 miles) at 85. At
90 he walked from Sydney to Melbourne
in Australia (443 miles). Reed died on January 15, 1975.
Both T. G. DeRenzy and Colwill,
Reed’s early benefactors, later became
embroiled in seedy divorce cases which
seriously tarnished their reputations. In
1913 an attempt was made to blackmail
DeRenzy by the husband of Emilie Jean
Henderson, a student of DeRenzy’s at the
N.Z. branch of the American School of
Correspondence with whom DeRenzy
had had an afair. Emilie was found to
have colluded with her husband in the
enterprise. DeRenzy’s wife returned to
Australia; DeRenzy died in 1935. In 1921,
Colwill was found to have “fractured the
Seventh Commandment” with one Doreen Baker. DeRenzy’s brother John died
in 1916 when the steamer Persia was torpedoed by a German submarine in the
Mediterranean. T. G. DeRenzy unsuccessfully contested the will. ±
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Ephemera by Peter Weil

I

t was a warm early fall day in 194 in Columbus, Ohio, and this young woman carried her Royal Mercury portable typewriter1
to a backyard to write while she sunned herself on a blanket on the grass. his photograph
resonates with us today as we take our laptops
and other electronic communication technologies outside to outdoor cafes and parks.
But, while that resonance helps us identify with her intentions, it also hints at the
roots of the activity shown in this and other
images to follow. he photograph represents
just one aspect of the important role the portable typewriter played in the transformation
of communication behavior in America and
Europe. Of speciic interest here is the use
of portable typewriters outside the enclosed
spaces of buildings and vehicles, allowing individuals to write in more natural, open spaces. Ephemera, including photographs, trade
catalogs, advertisements, posters and advertising postcards, illustrate this phenomenon and
1. Identiication of model based on the trade catalog
New Royal Portable Typewriters, 1940.
. Assistance was provided by Bob Aubert, Bert
Kerschbaumer, Jos Legrand, Ed Neuert, and Cornelia Weil. heir contributions are greatly appreciated.
All illustrations are from the author’s collection
except as noted.

Outside Over There

challenge us to explain the extent to which
advertising and other factors contributed to
the changes. While there has been a longterm debate about what constitutes a “portable” typewriter and when it irst appeared,
for purposes of this discussion portables are
the smaller, lighter keyboard machine designs
that include a carrying case. his was the predominant form of portable typewriters from
the 1890s through the 1970s, and most would
agree that the irst regularly manufactured
and sold example was the Blickensderfer #,
introduced widely in 1894-9. he earliest
identiied trade catalog for the model, from
December 189, emphasizes its portability.
By 1897, it was still alone in the truly portable
ield; the original British distributor claimed,
“he portable Typewriter, par excellence, is
the ‘Blick,’ a full keyboard machine that...
does not require a porter and barrow to transfer it from place to place.”4
he introduction of portable typewriters
took place in a larger context which included
several, oten interacting factors inluencing
the use of the machines in outdoor settings.
One of these was the lap desk or writing box
and its military and civilian uses. he lap desk
has early roots in Europe and became a common possession of the upper classes, especially
in England and to only a somewhat lesser extent in America by the end of the 18th century
and the irst quarter of the 19th century. Its use
by military oicers in the ield and by wealthier civilians in travel are especially notewor. All Texas is Talking, William H. Lisbony (Blickensderfer distributor), Galveston, Texas, “Portability,”
p. 1.
4. Blickensderfer, he Blickensderfer Typewriter Co.,
Newcastle on Tyne (UK), August, 1897, p. 10.

thy. Civilians took their boxes while on tour
and to visit the estates of friends and relatives.
Because of the limited interior lighting, it is
likely that the lap desks were oten used by
travelers outdoors. he rest of the 19th century
saw the dramatic expansion of manufacturing and business in Europe and America—in
part through the large-scale introduction of
railroad systems—and the use of lap desks for
writing letters and record-keeping extended
to the related rising middle-class members of

societies in both areas. Ironically, the very explosion of industrial and transportation networks also brought the rapid growth of cities
and industrial towns, and, with it, an increasing romantic nostalgia for the rural, bucolic
world that many saw as disappearing. hese
attitudes were oten matched by complex public and private debates about the asserted losses of social and emotional beneits thought to
be part of natural settings. In addition, the
expansion of reading about natural history in
the wake of Darwin’s 189 book on evolution
led to the observation of wild settings, oten
through collecting wild leaves and lowers
for pressing—activities newly legitimized by
cultural ideas about the importance of science
and its tie to “progress.” Small and large social movements encouraged people, for their
health and their happiness, to go into nature.
. See www.hygra.com/writing.html and www.victorianweb.org/art/design/furniture/golden1.html.
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and other writing.11 Several photographs in
the article illustrate the intended message,
but this one, showing Blickensderfer #7’s being used beside still another rural lake, this
time including swans, is especially illustrative
of the message. he caption asserts that the
portable “Can be easily used in nearness to
nature,” and the caption for a similar image
claims that “Letters written in such beautiful
surroundings can not fail to be interesting.”
he image here also includes the automobile,
a factor critical in the 0th century in increasing this kind of use of portables. he mobility it made possible in moving people to the

Ater Blickensderfer successfully introduced the #, the company, like most manufacturers of portables, tended to use advertising to focus on practical uses of portables,
partly in order to justify the large investment
required to purchase a machine. For example, a $ Blickensderfer in 1900 would cost
about $700 in today’s dollars. We know that
advertising oten encouraged the conception of the portable as a practical tool, and
photographs and testimonials indicate that
the use of portables in outside settings in the
0th century frequently was for such practical

purposes—the portable typewriter displaced
the writing desk for business travelers and for
other occupational purposes that took users
outside. By 1914, Blickensderfer is asserting
in a trade catalog  that the aluminum version
of their machine “Can be Used in the Open”
and is “A Constant Friend Always on the Job.”

he theme is supported by this image of a land
surveyor using the typewriter (p. 10). Another illustration of practical business as a theme
in the use of portables can be seen in this 190
advertisement for the Corona # (p. 10).7 he
machine is featured as an essential part of a
state-wide 1917 survey along the highways
of Oregon by employees of the WashingtonOregon Telephone Co. his kind of practical,
business-related outdoor “Coronatyping” is
seen in actual activity in these two photographs (above). In the irst one, from about
190, a traveler is seen typing up some kind of
6. Blickensderfer Aluminum Typewriter, Blickensderfer Manufacturing Co., New York, p. , 1914.
7. National Geographic, 190.

information related to a road trip while sitting
on the front bumper of his 1919 Apperson
 Tourer beside a road in upstate New York
near Syracuse. In the second, a likely reporter
for the San Francisco Daily News is sitting on
the fender of his Ford Model T truck in 19
while typing on his Corona # on the hood.
However, ater the early introduction of
portables, we ind both advertising and photographs of the machines in use tending to embody their communication role in much more
relaxed and natural settings. he images’ contents also imply a more personal, private use
of the machines for correspondence and even
creative writing. One of the earliest examples
of this can be seen in this stunning 1911 advertising postcard for the Erika portable (p.
10).8 A well-dressed, prosperous woman is
situated in a lacustrine setting at an open-air
restaurant. he assumption was that such a
person was using the machine for some kind
of personal communication and was beneitting in some way from this beautiful setting as
she wrote. Another similar–themed advertising postcard9 from 190 shows a wealthy man
on an open sunny boat deck typing correspondence with his Urania-Piccola portable.10
Blickensderfer later elaborated on similar
themes in a 191 self-promoting article, a puf
piece, asserting that the use of Blickensderfer
portables in park-like natural settings could
encourage the enjoyment of correspondence
8. Advertising postcard issued in 1911 by Hch. Schott
& Donnath, Vienna, Austria. Bert Kerschbaumer
collection.
9. Advertising post card issued in 190 by Clemens
Müller AG, Dresden, Germany. Bert Kerschbaumer
collection.
10. Shipboard use on deck was a common theme in
advertisements for most manual portable brands
throughout the irst half of the 0th century. his
stemmed from both the presumed wealth of the
target market of ocean travelers and from the desire
to identify their products with economic success.

claimed beneits of parks and other rural surroundings parallels the success of the marketing of the portable typewriter.
Advertising for the use of portables in
outside settings even included children. For
example, in 19, Remington included in its
advertising magazine Remington Notes (vol.
, no. 4, May, p. 14) an image of a Boy Scout
patrol leader and Scout newsletter editor and

writer, Walter Strait, using his Remington #1
portable to prepare his publication while seated at a makeshit table outside his camp tent.
Blickensderfer included a similar photograph,
and another of even younger children using a
Blickensderfer #, in its article on portables
in the 191 Nature magazine. A shared pur11. “Rana Gerump Says: Typewriter for Out of Doors
as Well as for Oice,” he Guide to Nature, v. 6, no.
4, August 191, pp. ii-xi; Stamford Historical Association Archives, Stamford, Connecticut and the
Bob Aubert collection. he photograph presented
here is on p. iii and is from the Ed Neuert collection
of high grade scans from the magazine.
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nally marketed in 190 as sports footwear for
the wealthy, and white cotton bobby socks.14
Many of the surviving snapshots of women
using portable machines outdoors include the
de rigueur saddle oxfords and bobby sox with
their typewriters and other youth-related
consumer goods. For example, shown here is
a snap of a young woman lying on a blanket in
a backyard between 19 and 1940 with her
shoes and sox beside her Remington # Portable and her Zenith or Admiral “tweed suitcase
picnic” battery-powered portable radio. Simipose of both manufacturers was to link their
products to the healthy development of children inculcated in a rural setting, while also
preparing them for the use of their products
in the business world.
Non-advertising evidence showing the use
of portable typewriters in more open, outdoor
natural settings begins early in the century.
he earliest found by the author is this 1910
to 191 photograph showing a man in a wicker rocking chair located beside a corn ield
using a Standard Folding # portable. In this

and other privately taken snapshots, we, the
audience, are not usually told to what purpose
the subject is using the machine. It could have
been for personal or business reasons, but the
subjects in these images all share a personal
choice of the outside, oten rural location of
their activity, and this activity was aided by
the portability of the subjects’ machines.1
1. However, it should be noted that there are some

An important part of the context of the outside typing with portables was the development of a youth culture and its greater control over consumption and lifestyle in North
America and Europe. In the United States,
according to many historians, the phenomenon grew out of the large-scale expansion
of mass high school education ater WWI.
he boom of the 190s combined with this
change to increase the building of the identity
of adolescents through displayed consumption, especially including clothing and music
on phonograph records. Makers of portables
began marketing their machines as an essential part of the education of members of the
group. For example, see this cover from a 19
trade catalog for the Remington #1 portable.1 he most distinctive and visible items of
clothing at the base of the construction of the
new social group, especially the identity of the
women in it, were saddle oxford shoes, origiearlier images of the outside use of oice typewriters by civilians and the use of many of them by
soldiers in rugged ield settings from as early at the
late 1890s and throughout both world wars. he
latter military use of typewriters was a factor in
stimulating portable use outdoors ater both wars.
he military use of typewriters is a complex subject
itself and will be addressed in a future “Ephemera”
column.
1. Every Student Needs One. New York: Remington
Typewriter Co., October, 19.

larly, we ind another young woman, with the
“required” shoes and sox (but with the skirt
and blouse updated to the late 1940s fashion
standard), sitting at a folding “card table” using her Corona # near a young man working
with his Royal Deluxe. In another ca. 1940
example, a Royal Speed King1 is placed on

one of these portable tables so well matched
to outdoor typing. But picnic tables in regional parks also are frequently shown serving this
purpose, as in this ca. 190 image of a clearly
hard-working typist in Lacrosse, Wisconsin,
with his Underwood Champion portable and
14. See Kelly Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox: he
Emergence of Teenage Girls’ Culture, 1920-1945
(New York: Palgrave McMillan, 004). Broadly, the
author notes, “From fashion and beauty to music
and movies, high school girls both consumed and
inluenced what manufacturers, marketers, and retailers ofered to them.” his included the shoes and
sox. By June, 197, the identity of the women of this
youth group was so bound up in the shoes and sox
that Life magazine, then a major arbiter of trends in
American culture, put an image of a teenage woman
on its cover wearing them.
1. Identiied using a trade catalog for the Monarch
Radio Shop, 198. Catalog in the Bob Aubert collection. he snapshot was probably taken in California.
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Typist’s Corner

his by-then empty bottles of soda pop.
Typewriter companies continued to target
the youth culture segment that burgeoned
even more ater World War II, oten emphasizing the use of portables as part of the freedom and self-driven choice so strongly identiied with that age group. No single advertising
efort more fully epitomizes this marketing
efort than this ca. 1970 advertisement for the
Olivetti Valentine.1 he decade that ended
with that year had seen the power of the age
group transformed from primarily an economic one to one with real political impact on
the societies of America and Europe. Olivetti’s poster / ad, inluenced by the style of Peter
Max, symbolically presents the freedom and
political importance of youth with their red
machine in use in the unconined space of the
grass of a park. his was the zenith of manual
portable machines and their use outside in the
life of industrial societies. All of us, whether
young chronologically or young at heart,
continue the traditions of nearly a century
of using portables al fresco when we turn on
our laptops and smart phones Outside Over
here. ±

16. Adrianus van der Elst was the artist. From collection of Bert Kerschbaumer. A song about the
Valentine, commissioned by Olivetti, can be heard
at 18rodas.blogspot.com/010/01/cheats-valentinefondo-musical-hispano.html.
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From Our Members

Tony Casillo’s beautiful Boston, serial number 5

Peter Weil’s -bank Allen (#751) is only the second one
known after the Milwaukee Public Museum specimen (#7581,
said to be assembled from parts from the Allen factory). This
one is inished in crinkle paint. It was found not on eBay, but
by old-fashioned footwork at an antique show.

When Robert Messenger gave this Remington Oice-Riter a
new paint job and replaced a decal, he also couldn’t resist correcting the spelling of its name. Meet the Oice-Writer!

Here’s a Spanish example of the “pocket typewriter” genre
(see ETCetera #8). Fransu Marín writes: “The Amalia
typewriter is described by its inventor, José Salvador Ropero
of Barcelona, in his 191 patent, as a miniature typewriter
that can be carried in the pocket and that can write on any
paper, especially on books. The type can be rubber or metal.
The machine runs on a guide that would permit ‘indeinitely
long lines of typing.’ No specimens are known.”
Bert Kerschbaumer sends in this photo of his restored Yaw-Way—an
experimental machine from the former Remington collection designed by
C.B. Yaw. It is essentially a Monarch with a slotted segment.
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August-September, 2010
• IFHB exhibits oice machines on an autobahn closed to traic
October, 2010
• 10,000 visitors to Wattens Typewriter Museum (Austria)
• Fraktur (blackletter) typewriter typefaces
• RIP Anton Witzemann & Tilman Elster
November-December, 2010
• History of Chinese typewriters

A

lthough it might seem that Maria Victòria Carberol’s article in
our last issue had revealed the entire history of the Hogar typewriter, I believe we can still add another detail to it. Spanish patent number 147309 (1939) was issued to the same man who invented
the Hogar, Genaro Calatayud Sanjuan, and describes “an elementary
typewriter for children.” The patent describes “an economical machine, constructed from good materials and especially for the use of
children, although adults can also write on it and reach a speed of 30
words per minute.” The patent for the Hogar, 177084, is dated a few
years later, 1947. This patent also describes the machine as a possible
“educational toy.” Everything seems to indicate, given the drawings
and descriptions in both patents, that the Hogar could be an evolution
of the invention described in the 1939 patent. In the Spanish postwar
years, the “economical” character of this typewriter must have made a
“children’s toy” evolve into a “new typewriter.” —Fransu Marín

Sept.-Dec. 2010
• Olivetti 101 calculating software (Part I)

November, 2010
• Meetings around the U.S.
• Military typewriters
• RIP Tilman Elster and Willi Suess
At left: Jos Legrand is sure that you’ve never
seen two Rapides side by side. On the left is
a name variant of the Salter 5; on the right,
a mysterious prototype. “There is a lot of
handwork in it, and no reference to any existing machine as a whole. No serial number.”
(Of course, neither is to be confused with the
Rapid thrust machine—the predecessor to the
Granville—or the Rapid name variant of the
Fox, made in Grand Rapids!)

Hot Web sites!
Ettore Poccetti’s typewriters:

www.scrittura-meccanica.it
Silvano Donadoni’s checkwriters:

www.photo-silvano-donadoni.it
11 TW fonts by Richard Polt:
site.xavier.edu/polt/
typewriters/tw-fonts.html
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Letters
Having heard of Don Sutherland’s
passing, it’s very sad to know that he had
so many stories to tell and so many experiences to share, but didn’t have the
time to do so. We were very fortunate to
have interviewed him for our irst issue of
ETCetera (#51). It was thrilling to hear of
so many of his hunts and inds, but frustrating just the same to know that many
of them were “of the record.” Whether
he was on a photographical assignment
and came across typewriters, or on a
typewriter hunt and came across some
unimaginable scenery, the stories were
always interesting and plentiful! He was
an amazing man and a true collector. His
kind doesn’t come along often.
Chuck Dilts and Rich Cincotta
Southboro, Mass.
At least in our next issue we’ll be publishing
some information about one of Don’s best inds,
now in the Dennis Clark collection, and some
of Don’s own story about it. I expect very few
of our readers will ever have heard of this typewriter.

comprehensive and fun. And I especially
enjoyed (you know me—ever the ephemerist) the related illustrations, including
the art-deco / “modernist” two tone car
and typewriter on p. 11.
Jos Legrand’s piece on an early view
of the future of typewriters reminds us
that predictions of the future of a speciic
technology are, if at all accurate, usually
much further away than the prognosticator promises.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.
The “Hogar” is an unbelievably crude
device, and yet people bought and used
them—it would be interesting to see what
the copy looked like! The Spanish word
hogar for “home” is based on its original
meaning, “hearth.”
Ned Brooks
Lilburn, Ga.

Marketplace
Typewriter Sale

Lin Lewis collection
January 22, 2011, 10am-3pm
222 West Coleman Boulevard
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464
typewriterlin@yahoo.com
877-933-6311 (toll free, M-F 9-5)
or 843-209-8606

The focus of previous issues on the history of typewriter production and design
in Spain had already established ETCetera
as the authoritative source on the subject,
and Maria Carberol’s article on the Hogar signiicantly adds to this already strong
reputation. I should add that the focus is
essential if we are to understand the history of the typewriter in Europe. The
Hogar article is a great piece of detective work. The discovery of and description of the 1947 patent alone would have
made the whole efort worthwhile. Imagine, a serious index machine made and
marketed after WW2! And even neater,
the machines were virtually all individually tailored to each consumer—all that
variation in a non-luxury machine at the
middle of the 20th century is a delightful surprise. Such a neat little machine—I
wish I could still get one in the mail!
Broadening our view to include Germany (and the UK), Keith McBride’s discussion of the history of the Triumph and
Adler companies and their relationship is
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Including:
American index, Royal Bar-Lock 8
or 10, Bennett, Blick 5 & 7, Caligraph
2, Chicago, Elliott-Fisher, Emerson, Fox 3, New Franklin, Geniatus, Salem Hall, Imperial B & D,
Lambert, Molle 3, National nickeled
portable, Odell, early Pittsburg, very
early Remington 2, Rofa 4, Salter 7,
Standard Folding, Sun 2, Virotyp,
Williams 1 straight, Yost 1
Free prize: Burroughs Moon-Hopkins!
…and more, including some nearly
free common machines. All prices
reasonable. Please do not bring
things to sell or for show and tell.
This is a sale, not a collectors’ meeting per se. We can take credit cards
and will take checks from folks we
know, and cash from the rest.

±
Wanted: good scan or photo of a
Russian Cyrillic index strip for a
Merritt. Contact Peter Weil,
pmweil@udel.edu.

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Continental 200,
Europa (American understroke)
Tony Casillo: Boston #54 (see p. 14)
Harold Chipman: Monarch Pioneer
(Polish), Rem. portable 1 (German)
Will Davis: Macy’s 1 (Barr), Collegiate
(ABC 1001), Good Companion 6
Jim Dax: self portrait by Austa Densmore, daughter of James Densmore
Nick Fisher: Mead portable, Oliver 7,
Oliver 4-bank (Fortuna), SP Noiseless port. 11, Underwood portable
sold in Lima, Peru
Thomas Fürtig: Bolida (Invicta 60),
Efka C28, R.C. Allen Musicwriter,
Saxonia, Shilling Bros., Torpedo 5
Simplex, Williams 1 curved, Yost 11
Jim Gehring: Morris
Adam Golder: Adler 30
Juan Ramón Gracia: Fox 24, New
Franklin, Williams 1 straight
Martin Howard: Columbia 1, Ford,
Sterling 1
Flavio Mantelli: Blick 5 #2002, Blick
Oriental, nickeled/decorated
Caligraph 4 #8500
Jett Morton: Greek Adler port., Allen 10, Hammond 26 non-folding,
Royal Fleetwood, Smith-Corona
Skyriter
Maddie Parra: Corona 3 w/ “rest”
key #374839, Hammond 1 remod.
#1381, Molle #1815, Royal Quiet
Stellios Peios: Standard Folding 1
Richard Polt: Olivetti Graphika,
Olivetti Lexikon 80, Olivetti Studio
44, Olympia SM4 w/ gold trim,
Yost 15
David Price: Florida, Rheinmetall
Herman Price: Adler 8 with extra
typeset, white Molle, Und. 5 mill
#WU3447, Smith Premier 1 LinoTypewriter, Williams 1 wide carr.
Alan Seaver: Oliver 11, silver SmithCorona Sterling, Smith Premier 2
Norman Smith: Blick 8 #150461, Emerson 3 #4255, Franklin 7 #14462
Marty Rice: Facit, Groma Kolibri,
Halda, Oliver 7
Frans van de Riviere: Czech Groma N
Sirvent bros.: Hammond 1 straight
#13001, Keystone #3473A
Georg Sommeregger: Adlerette (1927),
Calanda (1942), Remington 7
Peter Weil: 4-bank Allen #7514 (see p.
14), Postal 3 #10600

This back issue of
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The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
and collectors, and to encourage its growth. Our magazine, ETCetera, serves
that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
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